ACCAP Webinar:we will start right at 10am AK time
Robert Doehl:2 attendees
TINA BUXBAUM:everyone hear ok?
TINA BUXBAUM:Thanks Robert
TINA BUXBAUM:https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/animations/
TINA BUXBAUM:https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/maps/
TINA BUXBAUM:please remember to mute. *6 will mute if you don't have a
mute button
Princess Johnson:will that impacts to subsistence chart be available for us to
use with correct citations?
TINA BUXBAUM:Princess I will ask.
TINA BUXBAUM:and to be clear you mean the table with the different
sources of info that Helen showed correct?
TINA BUXBAUM:the pdf of the slides (as well as the recording) can be found
here - https://accap.uaf.edu/subsistance_access
TINA BUXBAUM:https://www.leonetwork.org/en/
TINA BUXBAUM:https://www.snap.uaf.edu/
Carl Wassilie:How would you include increased industrial activities on a
'condition' that has consequences of environmental disturbances on
ecosystem servies?
Christine Brummer:Can you provide a breakdown of how many people
participated from the communtities?
Dr. Steve Konkel:LEO & TEK great assets to build "western science" and
characterizations of adaptation & mitigation options. What are the major
policy drivers that the team has identified? How do we connect the pilot with
these communities to efforts at country-level, such as the Arctic Council? Are
bridges being built with the Finniish leadership? Collaboration model across
AK agencies? thnx
Sheila Dufford:Are there any plans to use GPS locations with multi-year
imagery measure the scale of changes in these areas?
Karin Bodony:Are the study participants continuing their observations
through other programs such as LEO?
Rebecca Van Wyck:What was the reasoning for making erosion and
sedimentation seperate categories - rather than a soil conditions category?
Christine Brummer:Each
Rebecca Van Wyck:Could you describe incentives used for participant
recruitment?
Sarah Trainor:AdapptAlaska: http://adaptalaska.org/ is another venue for
communities to share observations and adaptation information
Erica Mitchell:Hello - I help cooridnate the LEO Network at ANTHC. I am
very interested in following up after the webinar.

Ryan Toohey:Was there any discussion on how this information might be
used for TC grant applications? or climate adaptation plans?
TINA BUXBAUM:This is Helen's email - hscold@alaska.edu
Peter Kirchner:I am working on remote sensing of rain on snow and intersted
in following up later
Christine Brummer:Thank You! :)

